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About Early Childhood Australia
Early Childhood Australia (ECA) is the national advocacy voice for young children and early childhood
professionals in Australia. Incorporated in 1938 as the Australian Preschool Association, we have been
of service to Australian children for more than 80 years. We are a not-for-profit, membership-based
organisation with active State and Territory Committees in each Australian jurisdiction and a National
Board of Directors.
ECA’s vision is to ensure that ‘every young child is thriving and learning’. To achieve this vision, we
champion the rights of all children from birth to the age of eight to thrive, learn and play at home,
in the community, within early learning settings and through the early years of school. Our work
builds the capacity of our society, including families and early childhood professionals, so that every
child—regardless of location, household income or individual needs—can be nurtured to achieve
their potential.

Our Strategic Plan (2021–2024) has five priorities:
Priority 1: Speak up for young children
Priority 2: Collaborate for impact
Priority 3: Champion ‘beyond quality’ in early education
Priority 4: Lead and inspire professional learning
Priority 5: Be sustainable and effective
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ECA Professional Learning:
Evidence-based tools and
resources that inspire quality
Welcome to the ECA Professional Learning
Guide. In this guide, we are pleased to present an
overview of some of ECA’s professional learning
resources, including online learning courses,
programs, events and publications (digital and
printed). We recognise that professional learning
is important for all educators, and it is inherently
linked to quality outcomes for children. We also
know that, just as each child is unique, each adult
learner has individual learning styles, preferences
and needs. Therefore, we have designed a variety
of resources covering a wide range of topics to
benefit you and your team.

Plan for professional learning
1. 	Develop a professional learning plan
with clear goals and priorities.
		

•	If you’re doing this as an individual,
make sure you commit to this plan.

		

•	If you’re leading a team, consult with
your colleagues to ensure that they
agree with the plan.

2.	Budget for professional learning, including
the cost of learning and how much time
you need to allocate in order to achieve
your goals.

About ECA Professional
Learning
ECA is the leading provider of professional
learning to the Australian early childhood sector
across publications, events and online learning.
We are well regarded for producing high-quality
content to support the professional development
of early childhood educators, teachers and service
leaders. All our resources are quality-assured, up
to date and written by highly experienced subject
matter experts. We have a dedicated team of
editors and designers working on our publications
and an experienced film crew and production
team developing our online content.
Our resources support educators at all stages of
their career—from students just starting on their
journey, to pedagogical leaders with responsibility
for leading practice and driving quality
improvement.

What does it mean when we say
quality-assured?
Each professional learning resource undergoes a
comprehensive, independent, peer-review process
to ensure that they are current, relevant and,
most importantly, meet your needs. When you
learn with ECA, you can rest assured that you’re
accessing quality-assured professional learning.

3.	Reflect on and evaluate your learning to
build a process of continuous improvement.

About ECA Professional Learning .............................................................................................................................................................. 1
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ECA resources on offer ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
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ECA Events .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 5

Did you know?
ECA has a collection of professional learning plan templates and tips to help you identify and plan
for professional learning for yourself or for your team. These can be found on the ECA website:
ECA Professional Learning - Early Childhood Australia

ECA Learning Hub .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 6
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ECA resources on offer
ECA Publications

What are the benefits of subscribing to these series?
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al reading
:
A vital too
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ing in way
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, change
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ECA has been producing innovative and essential early childhood
publications and resources for more than 50 years. ECA is a leading
and reputable early childhood publisher with a dedicated team of editors
and designers who are passionate about their work and can guarantee the
excellence and usefulness of our publications. All publications are quality-assured,
up to date and written by experienced early childhood professionals.

Core ECA publications
Everyday Learning Series
Aimed at early childhood educators, students of early education
and beginning practitioners, this popular publication draws upon
the endless possibilities offered by everyday experiences and provides
simple ideas on how to create positive learning environments for young
children and enhance their interactions with the world around them.
The Everyday Learning Series is available for purchase individually or
as part of a subscription.

Research in Practice Series
The Research in Practice Series is a practical, evidence-based resource
offering effective new approaches for those challenging issues which
arise in the care and education of young children. These books are
idea-rich and focus on the practical ‘hands-on’ aspects of early childhood,
making them ideally suited to experienced early childhood professionals.
The Research in Practice Series is available for purchase individually or as
part of a subscription.

Every Child magazine
Every Child magazine puts the spotlight on the early years of childhood.
Published quarterly and beautifully designed in full-colour, it contains
informative articles on issues such as health, education and social trends
as well as book reviews, profiles and guest statements from well-known
identities. Articles not only focus on aspects of early childhood from a
grassroots, local level but also look into political and national developments.

Subscribing to the Research in Practice Series and Everyday Learning Series is a great way to keep up with the new
content produced by ECA every year. Subscribers receive hard copy issues over a 12-month period and bonus
online content not available with individual issues purchased without subscription.

Bonus content
Making infant and toddler learning visible:
Stories of change
Belinda Davis and Sheila Degotardi

Each Everyday Learning Series title is accompanied by a downloadable fact sheet outlining
the topic for parents and families. The fact sheets are full of bite-sized information that is
easy to understand and perfect to display or distribute to families.

The first three years of life are a period of rapid and foundational learning (Davis & Degotardi, 2021).
Children flourish when they feel safe, secure and supported. Educators working with infants
and toddlers in early childhood settings seek to establish warm and nurturing relationships so
children can confidently explore the world around them, engage with learning experiences
and, in turn, develop strong and positive relationships with others.

How might families support infants’
and toddlers’ learning?
As a parent or family member, you can support your young child’s learning both in
the home and the early learning environment by:
• talking to educators about the different theories and teaching practices they
use in the setting
•

enquiring about approaches to guiding infants’ and toddlers’ behaviour

•

supporting play-based learning at home

•

providing input and becoming involved in your child’s learning.

Working in partnership with educators will
help to create a comfortable space where your
child can develop and learn at the setting.
Everyday Learning Series
Volume 19, Number 3, 2021

I cannot tell you how helpful the fact sheets are. I share them
with parents and use sections of them in my documentation
tools. They are really practical and great for parents
– Melanie, Educational Leader, Marrickville
Each Research in Practice Series title comes with the option to download an
exclusive PowerPoint presentation, which is perfect to support engagement
in professional learning as a team. The presentations are designed to prompt
critical thinking and reflection and support conversations that improve
practice in early childhood education and care settings. The presentations
are particularly useful for managers and leaders.

As a director, helping my whole team focus on a topic is important. I use the PowerPoint
presentations for our professional learning sessions. They are editable, so I can tailor them
to the needs of my team. They are a hidden gem – Rhada, Director, South Melbourne

Australasian Journal of Early Childhood
The Australasian Journal of Early Childhood (AJEC) is Australasia’s foremost
scholarly journal and the world’s longest-running major journal within
the early childhood sector. AJEC offers research-based articles that are
designed to impart new information and encourage the critical exchange
of ideas among early childhood practitioners, academics and students.
To enable this key work to reach a broader audience, ECA partners with
SAGE Publishing on the publication and dissemination of AJEC.
AJEC is available for purchase individually or as part of a subscription.

Aimed at anyone involved in the care and education of young children,
Every Child is topical, diverse and entertaining. Every Child magazine is
available for purchase individually or as part of a subscription. Members
of ECA receive a complimentary copy of Every Child magazine.
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Brien, J., & Page, J. (2018, August). Professional reading, learning and leading: Who reads what? And why? Paper presented at the Early Childhood Australia National Conference, Sydney, Australia.
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To subscribe to ECA Publications, visit:

See all ECA-produced publications and resources at:

www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/eca-subscriptions

www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/our-publications
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ECA Events

ECA signature publications and resources
Box of Provocations
ECA’s unique Box of Provocations series is designed to support critical reflection, discussion, debate and deeper
thinking around a range of topics such as professional practice, leadership and sustainability.
•	The Box of Provocations for Early Childhood Educators by Anne Stonehouse is a collection intended to support
critical reflection, discussion, debate and deeper thinking about teaching, learning and what it means to be
a professional educator.
•	The Box of Leadership Provocations is for leaders at all levels of early childhood education and care.
This resource has been written by six of Australia’s leading early childhood experts: Anne Stonehouse,
Anthony Semann, Susan Irvine, Catharine Hydon, Michelle Gujer and Leanne Gibbs. Each of the
48 provocation cards, which are organised under the six capabilities outlined in the ECA Leadership
Capability Framework, includes questions to provoke discussion and debate.

ECA hosts a number of important events each year, with options to attend virtually and in-person.
The biggest event on the ECA events calendar is the ECA National Conference, with thousands of early childhood
professionals from across Australia attending each year. Our other key events include the ECA Reconciliation
Symposium and the AJEC Research Symposium. Alongside these, we collaborate with governments and other
organisations throughout the year to present virtual events and workshops and also offer bespoke or custom
events for our sector.

Calendar of events

•	The Box of Provocations for Our Earth focuses on sustainability and nature pedagogy. The provocations across
eight different themes, written by experts from the fields of sustainability and nature pedagogy, will prompt
you to find different ways of doing things; perhaps even undergo mind-shifts about what you value and
how you see the world.
Beautifully presented and made to last, these will be a popular resource in your service for many years to come.

NEW
• ECA National Conference,
5–8 October 2022, Canberra

• AJEC Research Symposium,
9 –10 February 2023
(virtual event)

• Reconciliation Symposium,
9 –10 June 2023, Hobart

2023 AJEC Research Symposium
The 2023 AJEC Research Symposium, Early childhood knowledges, generations and time, will convene virtually
on 9 –10 February 2023.
It is the ideal platform for early childhood practitioners, researchers, leaders, academics and students to exchange
ideas, innovative research methodologies and findings. The symposium extends and discusses the latest research
and pedagogical practice from the longest-running and most highly regarded academic journal produced by
ECA, the Australasian Journal of Early Childhood (AJEC).

First year at school: Essential tips for parents and carers
ECA’s First Year at School is an essential guidebook for parents and carers that breaks
down the challenges and expectations of starting school—from the preparation
that is required a year before school starts, to picking the right school, developing
relationships with teachers, dealing with technology and building children’s
social and personal skills. Updated recently, this book is designed to help
parents and carers support their child through one of the most important
years of life.

The 2023 AJEC Research Symposium will include:
• keynote presentations based on the theme of Early childhood knowledges, generations and time
• panel discussions providing themed provocations for researchers and interested stakeholders
•	roundtable discussions to encourage sharing and debating of research evidence, theoretical
perspectives and methods
• two additional presentation formats, namely Symposium presentations and Provocations.
We welcome early childhood researchers and professionals engaging with young children, their families,
communities, educators and allied professionals to participate and come together to share cutting-edge
knowledge and forge research networks in Australasia and beyond.

4

See all ECA-produced publications and resources at:

Subscribe to the ECA Events newsletter to stay up to date with our latest events information.

www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/our-publications

www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/eca-e-newsletters
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ECA Learning Hub
The ECA Learning Hub is well regarded for producing high-quality online professional learning. We engage subject
matter experts, researchers and sector leaders to share research and identify best practice. We develop professional
learning that speaks the language of educators and teachers and can be used across the wide range of settings
educators may be working in. Our online courses are accessible, affordable and contemporary, ensuring that quality
professional learning is available, no matter where and when it is needed.
Our online learning courses cover a breadth of topics, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

planning, documentation and research
pedagogy and curriculum
leadership and management
health and wellbeing
rights, advocacy and inclusion
reconciliation.

ECA Learning Hub modules, interactive webcasts and webinars can be purchased individually or as a subscription
that provides access to a library of resources. Our content is discounted for ECA Members.
ECA Learning Hub subscription pricing is based on the number of users. A subscription can vary in size,
from one individual to thousands of learners. To purchase a subscription for up to 100 users, please visit
https://shop.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/product/elsub. For more than 100 users, contact us on 02 6242 1800.
In addition to the subscription library, packages that are part of our partnered projects are also available for
purchase. These include:
•	a set of modules developed by Reggio Emilia Australia Information Exchange (REAIE) to help in
‘Encountering and Interpreting the Principles of Reggio Emilia’
•	a suite of modules developed by Dr Claire Warden, specifically for the Australian context, focusing
on ‘Learning with Nature’ and ‘Participatory Planning Using the Floorbooks® Approach’.

Quality online learning
The ECA Learning Hub is an online professional learning platform designed specifically
for early childhood education and care professionals. The professional learning courses
featured on the Learning Hub are based on latest research and follow adult-learning
methodologies. The courses are ideal for educators, teachers and other professionals
working with young children.
The ECA Learning Hub team recently launched a new online portal to provide
access to additional resources and flexibility in how users explore content.
We updated many of the online resources, making webcasts more
interactive and content even more engaging. We also enhanced and
expanded our case studies to reflect diverse education and care settings
and refreshed older content to reflect new research and resources.
Now resources on the portal include not just an overview of the course
itself but also downloadable resources and extra tools to encourage
users to delve deeper into each topic. Our new platform can also host
customisable learning communities, giving individuals an opportunity
to connect with colleagues and experts virtually and organisations an
opportunity to link their resources in a secure portal.

Join the ECA Learning Hub to take your learning further.

https://learninghub.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au

All resources on the ECA Learning Hub have been developed by content experts and reviewed for quality by at
least two other professionals with relevant expertise. The resources available come in several different formats:
• Learning modules
		Short (25–60 minutes), interactive courses designed to give you the latest information and advice at a time
that suits you. Text, videos and interactive activities offer a practical understanding of quality practice in
early childhood and school-age settings.
• Pre-recorded webinars
		Video presentations (30–60 minutes) that explore different topics in great depth. Webinars are on-demand,
studio-quality online seminars.
• Webcasts
		A blend of modules and on-demand webinars courses where subject matter experts present information
on the topic through a series of videos and interactive elements (similar to a module). Webcasts include
stop points for reflection or in-service tasks throughout the course.
• Communities of Practice
		Online learning communities where learners get the opportunity to learn with and from each other, with
carefully curated professional learning resources to support and expand knowledge on a specific topic.
• Live webinars
		Live streamed events that explore timely topics in great depth, providing learners with the opportunity
to connect with early childhood experts in real-time on an online forum.
• ECA Leadership Program
		A unique program designed specifically for pedagogical leaders, including but not limited to Education
Leaders. It comprises a Leadership Capability Framework, Self-Assessment Guide, modules and webinars,
and an online learning community.

Accreditation and mapping
All of the ECA online learning courses are mapped to the National Quality Standard (NQS) Quality Areas and the
Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APST). ECA offers a number of courses that are currently accredited
by the Teacher Quality Institute (TQI) ACT and NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA). Please refer to the ECA
Learning Hub website for more specific accreditation information for each state and territory.

Flexible options
The ECA Learning Hub offers flexible ways to access online professional learning.
	
Individual courses: Choose from more than 80 online learning courses to suit your learning needs,
or enrol in a short-term program for a more in-depth learning experience.
	
Professional learning packages: Carefully selected resources on key topics, packaged to support
sustained learning at discounted prices.
Annual subscriptions: Access to a comprehensive library of online learning courses.

What are the benefits of subscribing to the ECA Learning Hub?
A subscription to the ECA Learning Hub unlocks a comprehensive range of professional resources,
including a library of more than 90 online learning courses, all designed to help you meet the National
Quality Framework. The subscription includes all online learning courses currently offered on the ECA
Learning Hub, plus each new module released during your subscription period. The subscription does
not include courses offered as part of our partnered projects.
ECA Learning Hub subscription courses can be accessed through the ECA Learning Hub Learning
Management System (LMS), or through your organisation’s LMS platform. The cost of subscriptions
is calculated based on the number of users, with competitive discounts available for bulk subscriptions
or purchases.
To subscribe to the ECA Learning Hub please visit https://shop.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/product/elsub.
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Links to the NQS quality areas
ECA’s publications and online learning resources are mapped to the NQS quality areas to support your quality
improvement journey. For more resources linked to specific quality areas, please contact ECA by either calling
1800 356 900, or emailing us on: customerservice@earlychildhood.org.au.
TITLE

Type

QA1

Continuous improvement: Supporting quality outcomes
for children, families and communities

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Being and becoming safe on our roads

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Making infant and toddler learning visible: Stories
of change

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

QA2

Y

QA3

QA4

QA5

QA6

QA7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Developing a happy, healthy and sustainable early
childhood workplace

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Learning and development in the first three years

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Self-regulation of emotions

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Attuned routine experiences

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Facilitating and extending play-based learning

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Supporting the wellbeing of parents and carers

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Active outdoor play

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Y

Y

Risky play and the outdoors

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Y

Y

Sensory play and learning

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

A guide to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories
and cultures: The important first step to reconciliation

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Sleep in early childhood

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Learning to read

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Early childhood educator wellbeing

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Families: Where learning begins

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Bullying and harassment for managers and supervisors

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Duty of care for managers and supervisors

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Duty of care for workers

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Documenting and assessing children’s learning

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Take me outside—An introduction to outdoor learning

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Partnerships with families

ECA Learning Hub Module

Using critical reflection

ECA Learning Hub Module

Partnerships with communities

ECA Learning Hub Module

Visual art and creativity in your curriculum

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Supporting children’s self-regulation: Ages 3–5 years

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Maths is everywhere

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

The value of play

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Understanding and making art: Aboriginal and Torres Strait
ECA Learning Hub Module
Islander art in early childhood settings

Y

Y

Partnerships with families for inclusive practice

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Routines and transitions: Embracing opportunities
for learning

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

Supporting language development in the early years

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Understanding behaviour: Supporting children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Managing challenging exchanges—responding
professionally

ECA Learning Hub Module

Music in early childhood (2-part series)

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

STEM inquiry: Co-constructed environments for
curious minds

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

Putting art in place

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

eSafety Early Years: Creating a safe online environment

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

eSafety Early Years: We MAKE and DO using technology

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

eSafety Early Years: We SAY and SHARE with technology

Y

Y

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Exploring literacy in the early years

Research in Practice Series Publication

Leadership-as-practice in early childhood education and
care settings

Research in Practice Series Publication

Trauma-aware early childhood education and care

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Mindset matters

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Community participation in early childhood education

Research in Practice Series Publication

Celebrating through relationships

Research in Practice Series Publication

Transition to school: Communication and relationships

Research in Practice Series Publication

Including spiritual learning in early childhood education
and care

Research in Practice Series Publication

Working in partnership with families facing adversity

Research in Practice Series Publication

Mentoring in early childhood education: A dynamic
professional relationship

Research in Practice Series Publication

Helping children with difficult things

Research in Practice Series Publication

Intentional teaching of cultural competence in play-based
settings: A cultural–historical view

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Acceptance, justice and equality: Exploring reconciliation
in early childhood education and care

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Y

Y

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

ECA Learning Hub Module

ECA Learning Hub Module

Promoting infant–toddler cognitive learning
and development

Research in Practice Series Publication

Engaging with digital documentation and technology
(three-part series)

Walking with children on their journey to literacy:
Practitioner perspectives

Intergenerational programs

STEM in early childhood education

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Y

Y

Y

Supporting young children to ask productive questions

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

Y

Exploring science content knowledge with ABC Kids Listen
podcast: Imagine This

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

Play-based learning: Using the Pedagogical
Play-framework

Y

Y

The Circle of Security: Roadmap to building
supportive relationships

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

ECA Learning Hub Module

ECA Learning Hub Module

Children’s rights: Every day and everywhere—Book 2

Research in Practice Series Publication

Respect: A guide to calm and nurturing infant care
and education

STEM in early childhood

Y

Living spaces—Indoor learning environments

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Research in Practice Series Publication

Y

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Strengthening quality through critical reflection and
action research

Y

Working with the ECA Code of Ethics

Y

Y

Y

Environments for learning: Indoor learning spaces

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

QA7

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

QA6

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

QA5

Supporting children’s self-regulation: Birth to 3 years

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

QA4

Reconciliation in action (2-part series)

Everyday Learning Series Publication

Y

QA3

Y

Children’s rights: Every day and everywhere—Book 1

Y

QA2

Y

Cultural inclusion

Y

QA1

Y

Y
Y

Type

Understand the role: Nominated supervisor and person in
day-to-day charge in education and care

Y

Y

Y

TITLE

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

eSafety Early Years: We WATCH and EXPLORE on technology ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Y

Y

Philosophy leading strategy

ECA Learning Hub Module

Y

Supporting bilingualism during early childhood

Webinar

Y

Acting ethically: Exploring the ECA Code of Ethics

Webinar

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Early Childhood Education for Sustainability: Now or never,
Webinar
a time for urgent change

Y

Anti-bias approaches in early childhood

Webinar

Y

Settling multiple children in ECEC settings

Webinar

Emotion coaching: A transformational tool

Webinar

Playing with gratitude

Webinar

The planning cycle: Rediscovered

Webinar

Professionalism, paperwork and pedagogy: Leading
professional practice in long day care

Webinar

Y

Wellbeing matters: A guide to why wellbeing matters
at work

Interactive webcast

Y

Wellbeing matters: Let your wellbeing thrive!

Interactive webcast

Y

Engineering creativity: Celebrating loose parts play
for all ages

Interactive webcast

Y

NAIDOC Week: Stories in practice

Interactive webcast

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
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Key terms
APST

The Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APST) are a public statement that describes the
professional knowledge, professional practice and professional engagement required of teachers.
They comprise seven Standards describing what teachers should know and be able to do. Within
this guide we have indicated the links ECA products have to the APST.

EDL

The Everyday Learning Series published by Early Childhood Australia focus attention on the everyday ways in
which young children—babies, toddlers, preschoolers—can be supported in their growth and development.
These books are aimed at educators, students of early education, beginning practitioners, and offer simple,
creative ideas on how to enhance children’s interactions with the world around them.

Module

An online course that features text information, video, self-reflection questions and other activities.
A certificate is provided at the end of each module. Modules are made for individual use.

Quality Area

The National Quality Standard (NQS) sets the national benchmark for early childhood education and care and
outside school hours care services in Australia. The NQS includes 7 quality areas that are important outcomes
for children. Within this guide we have indicated the links ECA products have to the quality areas as defined
by the National Quality Standard.

RIPS

The Research in Practice Series published by Early Childhood Australia provide practical, easy-to-read
resources for those involved in the early childhood field. The books are designed to assist with those
challenging issues which arise in the care and education of young children, by offering effective
new approaches.

Subscription

ECA offer a range of subscriptions and options on our Professional Learning range of products including
both online learning and publications. Contact us via email on customerservice@earlychildhood.org.au,
or call on 1800 356 900 to discuss the range of subscription available.

Webcast

A short interactive course that contains video content, similar to a seminar or lecture but includes interactive
elements through the course to support reflection and learning.

Webinar

An online seminar or lecture that is streamed directly to a computer or device.
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www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/eca-professional-learning

